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1. Introduction

The final step of the analysis chain of a High
Energy Physics experiment is often performed
with a ROOT [2] n-tuple containing only the es-
sential variables extracted from previous analysis
stages. This part of a physics analysis is generally
done locally at the institute and in an interactive
way requiring fast response for the prosecution of
the analysis. The size per event of these n-tuples
can vary from hundred of bytes up to the hundred
of kilobytes depending on the chosen event com-
plexity. Given the huge rate of events collected
at the LHC [3], the processing time of these n-
tuples can be very large and depends on the com-
plexity of the physics events under study. Also
the final analysis has to be run for a significantly
high number of times in order to tune cuts and
to make histograms and graphs. All these char-
acteristics can result in a very large processing
time. It is therefore very important to have the
possibility to fully exploit the local processing re-
sources with the maximum efficiency using all the
processor cores. To this purpose some tests have
been done on the PROOF [4] architecture trying
to use all the available cores of the on the Lecce
Public Cluster.

2. Lecce Public Cluster

The Lecce Public Cluster is formed by a dozen
of multi-core servers which are dedicated to many
research activities also by other groups, rang-
ing from Astroparticle Physics to Theoretical
Physics. Most of the machines are 4 core server
while few of them are newer 8 core machines. The
processor CPU clocks are quite different, ranging
from 2 GHz to more than 3 GHz for the newest
ones. All the machines are daily and routinely
used from the respective group owners and they
are also part of the European GRID, running
many batch jobs. All the tests done are obviously
limited by the heavy use of these machines, but
the average load of the servers can be considered
constant since all the test have been repeated and
performed in short time periods.
Data are stored on a 10 TB File Server which

is connected through STORM (single interface)
and are seen on each of the machines via NFS

protocol.

3. PROOF on the Lecce Public Cluster

The Parallel ROOT Facility, PROOF, is an ex-
tension of ROOT [2] enabling interactive analysis
of large sets of ROOT files in parallel on clusters
of computers or multi-core machines. To work
in PROOF the original ROOT macros need only
to be embedded in a ROOT specific class (TS-
elector). The basic architecture should not put
any implicit limitation on the number of comput-
ers that can be used in parallel and the system
should be able to adapt itself to variations in the
remote environment (changing load on the cluster
nodes, network interruptions, etc.). The PROOF
technology is also quite efficient in exploiting all
the CPU’s provided by multi-core processors. A
dedicated version of PROOF, PROOF-Lite, pro-
vides a zero configuration solution to take full ad-
vantage of the additional cores available in today
desktops or laptops. The PROOF cluster in Lecce
has been configured assigning a single worker to
each core of the Public Cluster for a total of up
to 128 workers. This basic configuration of the
PROOF cluster is very simple to implement and
can be setup in very short time.

4. Test with SUSY n-tuples

Lecce ATLAS Group is involved in the inclusive
Supersymmetry searches with presence of missing
transverse energy, multi-jets and couple of oppo-
site sign leptons in the final state [5]. We produce
(on the GRID) custom ROOT n-tuples (together
with the Milan and Pavia Groups) whose size per
event is around 700 bytes for real data. The pro-
duced files have a variable size between tenth and
few tenths of megabytes (average of 40 MB/file).
The official n-tuples (called D3PD) have much
bigger sizes and are much more difficult to copy
store and analyze. Monte Carlo n-tuples have
larger sizes (approximately 2-3 times larger than
real data) depending on the physics channel (top-
antitop, QCD processes, di-boson samples and
so on) which is needed to simulate the various
kind of background sources to the expected sig-
nal. We moved from the GRID to the Lecce NFS
File Server about 2300 data files for a total of
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Figure 1. Analyzed data flow in MB/s versus the
assigned number of workers in the PROOF pool

about 100 GB for the periods of data collection
corresponding to 16 pb−1 acquired in 2010. Also
other n-tuples have been produced for the study
of trigger performance.

The analysis program is quite simple: it per-
forms an event selection based on the variables of
the ntuple and fills a few hundreds of histograms.
The code can be run in the three standard modes,
i.e. ROOT (single-core), PROOF-Lite (multi-
core single machine) and PROOF (multi-core
multi-machines) mode. Tests have been done
in all modes for validation of the code, but we
mainly exploited the PROOF mode.

In Figure 1 the analyzed data flow is shown ver-
sus the assigned number of workers defined in the
PROOF pool. Each data point is an average of at
least 3-4 tests and the error is the spread of these
tests. A saturation is already observed at about
20 workers for this particular case where the data
access speed is limited from the single Ethernet
interface used on the NFS data server. No op-
timization of the network was performed and all
the nodes of the pool were also used for other
purposes so in this case the test did not reach
the expected 120 MB/s limit which characterizes
the Ethernet Gigabit interface. This limit has
been in fact observed in many other performed
tests but the stability to make an extensive test
with this condition has never been reached. This
test was performed during standard working time
and was verified that load of the machines did
not change too much during the test. The satu-
ration at 90 MB/s corresponds to about 130000
processed Events/s.

This saturation at about 20 cores is due mainly
to the network, being the analysis quite simple
and then not taking too much computing time per
event. For more complex analyses the network
bottleneck should be less important and the use

of many more cores should help to speed up the
analysis.
At the moment the full data collected in 2010

(about 45 pb−1) can be analyzed in less than a
hour on the Lecce Public PROOF Cluster.
We bought and just received four 8-core ma-

chines (with 3 GB RAM/core) which we plan to
dedicate only to this kind of tests (no GRID).
Since each of these servers has a 500 GB internal
hard drive, we will try to make a more complex
PROOF cluster using a XROOTD [6] file server
based on these internal disks which should opti-
mize data transfers between the file server and
the processing cores. This will allow to check
if this configuration will solve the observed con-
gestion problem and improve the cluster perfor-
mance. The next step would be to try to couple
XROOTD with the use of solid state internal disk
arrays to further improve the performance of the
cluster.
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